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1. Introduction 
Evolution Strategies (ES) is a specialization of the evolutionary algorithm. ES works very well with 
optimization problems [1]. in various areas from 2000 to the present [2]. ES is a population-based 
algorithm suitable for complex mathematical model-based issues [3]. This method is similar to GA,  has 
a high success rate in resolving the optimization problems [4]. ES performs well in generating the rule-
set of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) [5] and effective for large-scale vehicle routing problems with 
time windows [6]. ES algorithm is explicitly designed for high-dimensional searching space [7]. The 
result showed that ES could provide the best solution to 86% of all test instances within reasonable 
computing times.  
Evolution Strategies is suitable for nonlinear problems, such as forecasting. Forecasting estimates 
future occasions or values based on past and current facts [8]. It uses an irregular and inconsistent pattern 
of historical data as a base of time-series analysis [9]. The techniques are various, including Fuzzy 
Inference System (FIS) Takagi Sugeno Kang (TSK) method with time-series analysis [10], which is 
effective for time-series such as inflation rate. 
Inflation is a decline in the buying power of capital. The indicator is a rise in the prices of goods and 
services throughout an economy [11]. Internal or external factors may cause inflation. Inflation in the 
country occurs due to unpredictable circumstances because of society's behavior and the government. 
Inflation may pressure domestic prices through imported goods. If the currency decreases, it may lead 
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 Forecasting is a method of predicting past and current data, most often by 
pattern analysis. A Fuzzy Takagi Sugeno Kang (TSK) study can predict 
Indonesia's inflation rate, yet with too high error. This study proposes an 
accuracy improvement based on Evolution Strategies (ES), a specific 
evolutionary algorithm with good performance optimization problems. ES 
algorithm used to determine the best coefficient values on consequent fuzzy 
rules. This research uses Bank Indonesia time-series data as in the previous 
study.  ES algorithm uses the popSize test to define the number of initial 
chromosomes for the best optimal solution production. The increase of 
popSize creates better fitness value due to the ES's broader search area. The 
RMSE of ES-TSK is 0.637, which outperforms the baseline approach. This 
research generally shows that ES may reduce repetitive experiment events 
due to Fuzzy coefficients' manual setting. The algorithm complexity may 
cost to the computing time, yet with higher performance.   
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to the country's cheaper values while imports from other countries become more expensive. In general, 
the impact of rising inflation affects the sale value of goods in the market. The high-priced daily 
necessities may disrupt society. Therefore, forecasting the inflation rate is considered necessary for the 
government to anticipate rising inflation. 
TSK Fuzzy is one of the popular forecasting approaches. The TSK fuzzy logic has the advantage of 
explaining things well [12]. The TSK fuzzy logic very popular in some research on time-series data [10], 
control [13][14], modeling [15][16], classification [17]. This model is also widely used for issues related 
to forecasting, as in the researches that were conducted by Gharlegi et al. [15], Sarip et al. [18], Du et 
al. [19], Pattanayak et al. [20], and Chang et al. [21]. Sarip et al. [18] used the fuzzy model for real estate 
price prediction. However, these studies manually determined the coefficient on fuzzy rules, resulting in 
insufficient accuracy. To find the appropriate coefficient need many experiments, which takes much 
time.  
This study proposes an evolution strategies (ES) coefficient of TSK fuzzy logic to predict the future 
inflation rate. ES was selected since this algorithm has a self-adaptation mechanism to control the value 
of the searching coefficient [22]. This algorithm imitates the genetic processes in living organisms, which 
is natural generation development, which gradually follows the natural selection process [4]. By 
mimicking this evolution theory, the correct coefficient values based on rules can create optimal system 
performance. It is essential to determine the coefficient values correctly based on rules used in the 
defuzzification phase so that the forecasting result closer to the actual data. 
2. Method 
2.1. Consideration on Modeling of Generating Coefficient Value in Fuzzy Rules 
The initial step made a mathematical model that addresses the fuzzy rules. The model represents the 
consequent in every TSK fuzzy rule. For better accuracy, the heuristic method determines the correct 
coefficient values [23]. This study determines the initial coefficient using time-series analysis. 
Furthermore, that coefficient was used as an initial chromosome. 
A real-code ES chromosome is designed to obtain the appropriate coefficient value on fuzzy rules to 
produce the optimal solution with minimal computation time. Fig. 1 shows the coefficient optimization 
process on TSK fuzzy rules using ES. Time-series analysis for inflation rate forecasting is used as a 
baseline to justify the ES performance. 
 
Fig. 1.  Block diagram of the coefficient optimization process on fuzzy rules using Evolution Strategies 
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The data used to obtained forecasting is statistical data from Bank Indonesia (151 time-series data 
record) [24]. Table 1 shows the coefficient value that used in time-series analysis. The existing time-
series data was then formed into a cycle. The cycle creation was based on the parameters used. These 
parameters are from one month prior, two months prior, and three months prior. Table 2 shows the 
parameters used in the time-series analysis technique. 
Table 1.  The coefficient of time-series analysis  
Variables Coefficient Value 
Intercept (a) 0.550213714 
X Variable 1 (b
1
) 1.158290955 
X Variable 2 (b
2
) -0.280088718 
X Variable 3 (b
3
) 0.044275969 
Table 2.  Parameters properties 
Parameters Description 
Y(b-1) One month prior 
Y(b-2) Two months prior 
Y(b-3) Three months prior 
 
By using time-series analysis, the RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) is 1.150004833. Fig. 2 shows 
quite a good movement where the time-series analysis technique almost approaches the actual data curve. 
 
Fig. 2.  Testing result using time-series analysis for inflation rate forecasting 
2.2. Implementation of TSK Fuzzy Logic 
Zadeh introduces fuzzy logic in 1975 [4]. This research used TSK fuzzy logic to overcome several 
other studies' weaknesses for forecasting problems. Many authors are interested in the TSK fuzzy logic 
model for its simple and reasonably practical computation. The implementation of TSK fuzzy logic is 
effective in various areas such as modeling and control, classification, forecasting, and others [4]. ES may 
optimize the accuracy of such systems. 
2.2.1. Fuzzification 
In fuzzy logic, not all decisions are resolved by 0 or 1; some conditions fall between both, namely 
"fuzzy" or disguised. Fuzzification is the chaining process of the crisp values into the membership 
function. The fuzzy membership function represents the input data into the membership value with a 
range between 0 to 1 [23]. In the fuzzification process, the parameters are defined as input variables 
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A fuzzy set is a union that represents a specific condition in the variable [25]. The fuzzy logic variable 
has a set of values characterized by the linguistic expression [26]. This study divide input variable (Table 
2) into three fuzzy sets, namely DESCENDING, CONSTANT, and ASCENDING [23][27]. Expert 
opinions have adjusted the determination of fuzzy sets. Fuzzy membership limitations on the input 
variables are in real numbers. The DESCENDING fuzzy set has a domain [(-10)-0], ASCENDING with 
domain [0 - 10], and CONSTANT [(-2) - 2], as shown in Fig. 3. 
 
Fig. 3.  Membership function of input variables 
The fuzzy sets domains were selected based on the deviation calculation between the forecasting 
results using time-series analysis and actual data shown in Fig. 4.  
 
Fig. 4.  Determining fuzzy set domain using time-series analysis 
The membership function in every set is formulated in Eq. (1), (2), and (3), where μ is the degree of 
membership and x is the subject set. 
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2.2.2. Fuzzy Inference Rules 
In this process, the result of fuzzy membership value calculation is inferred to the fuzzy rules. The 
fuzzy logic control's basic rules are in the form "IF -THEN" of the first order, wherein after IF is a fuzzy 
set as antecedent and after THEN is the linear equation as a consequent.  
Three input variables need to be implemented to the fuzzy rules [28]. The number of rules was 
determined by squaring the fuzzy set with input variables. In this case, the number of rules of 3 raised 
to the power of 3 is equal to 27 rules that are obtained from all combinations of inputs that are 
described in Eq. (4) [21]. 
[𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖] 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 (𝑥𝑥1 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝐴𝐴1)° (𝑥𝑥2 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝐴𝐴2)° … ° 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛  𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑧𝑧𝑛𝑛 =  𝑞𝑞 +  𝑝𝑝1 ∗ 𝑥𝑥1 + ⋯+ 𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛 ∗ 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 (4) 
Where Ri is ith fuzzy rule (i=1…n), Xn for nth parameter, An is fuzzy set in the nth parameter that relevant 
to the nth rule, Zn is nth linear equation, q is coefficient inconsequent, pn for nth constant, and º 
represents an operator AND. Membership functions used in the fuzzification process are with values of 
each input variables Y(b-1), Y(b-2), and Y(b-3) to the existing fuzzy sets. Some of the rules used in this 
study are described in Table 3. 
Table 3.  The establishment of the rules 
Rn Fuzzy Rules 
R
1
 IF Y(b-1) is descending AND Y(b-2) is descending AND Y(b-3) is descending 
THEN Zn= a + b
1
 Y(b-1) + b
2





 IF Y(b-1) is descending AND Y(b-2) is ascending AND Y(b-3) is constant 
THEN Zn= a + b
1
 Y(b-1) + b
2





 IF Y(b-1) is ascending AND Y(b-2) is constant AND Y(b-3) is descending 
THEN Zn= a + b
1
 Y(b-1) + b
2





Defuzzification remaps the fuzzy values into the clear solution values. The output is a numerical 
member of the fuzzy set domain. The rule base's establishment find the value of α-predicate to each rule 
(αi).  The α-predicate value depends on the operator and the implication of used functions. The AND 
operator with the MIN implications function is used to find a minimum value on each rule and  to 
obtain the value of α-predicate. The acquisition value of α-predicate described in (5) [29], which  𝛼𝛼𝑛𝑛  is 
α-predicate value on the nth rule, 𝜇𝜇𝑛𝑛 is the degree of membership on the nth rule, and 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛is the nth 
parameter. 
𝛼𝛼𝑛𝑛 =  𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴1∩𝐴𝐴2∩…∩𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛 = min(𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴1(𝑥𝑥1), 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴2(𝑥𝑥2), … , 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛(𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛) (5) 
The calculation of each consequent's value was done appropriately to the membership function used 
after obtaining the α-predicate. In the defuzzification process, the Center Average Defuzzifier method is 
used as in (6) [30][31]. 







Z is the result of defuzzification, while αi is the antecedent membership value, and zi is the inference 
result of each rule. 
2.3. Numerical Example 
The correct parameters have to be determined correctly. It may produce the optimal system 
performance. In doing so, the forecasting results can be more accurate. For that, an experiment is needed 
to find the proper parameters. This study uses 50 data records for testing the small-scale data. The data 
were taken from the inflation rate data in October 2011 - October 2015 [24]. Fuzzy rules are used to 
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obtain the coefficient values used to represent chromosomes in testing using ES. The rules that were 
formed are the 27 rules shown in Table 3. TSK fuzzy output is a regression equation with the same 
coefficient in every rule. That coefficient used is the initial chromosome representation. Table 4 shows 
the coefficient value of the regression equation with 50 data records. 
Table 4.  The value of regression coefficient using 50 data records and 3 parameters 
Variables Coefficient Value 
Intercept (a) 0.702713938 
x variable 1 (b1) 1.253927166 
x variable 1 (b1) -0.570497404 
x variable 1 (b1) 0.203109555 
 
Some notations are used in the testing process using ES. µ (miu) states the size of the population 
(PopSize), while ƛ (lambda) stands for the number of produced offspring in the reproductive process. ES 
(µ+ƛ) is ES without recombination and selection process that involves individual offspring and parents. 
Some studies suggest the value of ƛ as 7µ [7]. This study did the initial testing by using the multiplier 
7 to determine the correct amount of PopSize. Some amounts of PopSize that are different have been 
tested by the multiplier 7 and produce the separate offspring that are shown in Table 5. This test was 
done 10 times to find out the right PopSize. 
Table 5.  Determining of appropriate PopSize 
Multiplier Miu (µ) 
Lambda 
(Λ) 




1 … 10 
7 10 70 0.8538851 … 0.8423915 0.8474712 6 
7 15 105 0.8550591 … 0.8534622 0.8554894 6 
7 20 140 0.8566549 … 0.857978 0.8553069 8 
7 25 175 0.8649389 … 0.8632854 0.8613305 10 
7 30 210 0.869523 … 0.8665028 0.8679571 12 
7 35 245 0.8646665 … 0.8701335 0.8687701 13 
7 40 280 0.8691789 … 0.8674864 0.8666617 15 
7 45 315 0.8769686 … 0.8746194 0.8729461 17 
7 50 350 0.878492 … 0.8781025 0.8766926 19 
7 100 700 0.8802493 … 0.8829275 0.8827496 38 
7 150 1050 0.8918057 … 0.8883632 0.8878138 57 
7 200 1400 0.895102 … 0.8902145 0.8910451 74 
7 250 1750 0.8943427 … 0.8906058 0.890965 93 
7 300 2100 0.8905459 … 0.8936155 0.8922971 115 
7 500 3500 0.8924948 … 0.8909901 0.8936513 189 
7 800 5600 0.8950157 … 0.8984894 0.8977727 300 
7 1300 9100 0.898636 … 0.8973846 0.8996141 490 
7 2000 14000 0.9035377 … 0.8999164 0.900355 759 
7 5000 35000 0.9036517 … 0.9026019 0.9031863 1892 
7 7000 49000 0.9052033 … 0.9043052 0.9047805 2649 
 
In those tests the appropriate PopSize was obtained based on the highest average of the fitness. Fig. 5 
shows that the highest average of the fitness is on the PopSize of 7000. However, on the PopSize of 1300, 
the average of fitness began to show quite a significant movement even though the value was not the best 
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fitness. PopSize of 1300 was selected as its fitness average has the best approach with the faster computation 
time. On the other hand, PopSize was selected because the fitness value is steady at a certain point. The 
average fitness value of PopSize 10 to 1300 is increasing and tends to be stable after 1300. PopSize of 
1300 with a multiplier of 7 could be used as a reference for large-scale data testing. The data used 151 
data records of time-series inflation rate data [24]. 
2.4. Optimization Coefficient on Fuzzy Rules Using ES 
The rule base coefficient value must be determined correctly to obtain the optimum system 
performance by numerous testing. Therefore, the ES algorithm may appropriately use to find the correct 
coefficient value to get the optimal or nearly optimal problem's solution. The main problem in the 
optimization technique using ES is in designing the chromosome. Chromosome representation is 
intended to produce the best solutions and minimize computation time [32]. In this case, a real coded 
model of a chromosome is proposed. In this study, the initial chromosome used the coefficients obtained 
from regression analysis shown in Table 1. Evolution Strategies has three major operators, which are 
recombination, mutation, and Selection [7]. 
2.4.1. Mutation Process 
Every generation produces a new chromosome (offspring) by using genetic operators [33], 
recombination and mutation. The homogenous population may drop the effectiveness of recombination 
into its minimal [7]. As a result, mutation becomes the best way produce new offspring [34]. The 
mutation rate parameter or the probability mutation (pm) defines the number of mutated chromosomes 
in a population. The mutation process was conducted by the random generation method.  
For the example, there are two individuals selected, denoted by𝑃𝑃 = (𝐷𝐷1,𝐷𝐷2,𝜎𝜎1,𝜎𝜎2). After the process 
of mutation, the resulting offspring is 𝑃𝑃′ = (𝐷𝐷′1,𝐷𝐷′2, 𝜎𝜎′1,𝜎𝜎′2). The resulting new chromosome described 
in (7) [22]. 
𝐷𝐷′1 =  𝐷𝐷1 +  𝜎𝜎1 𝑇𝑇(0.1)  (7) 
where N(0.1) is a random number, formed by two random numbers denoted by 𝑥𝑥1and 𝑥𝑥2 in the 
intervals 0 and 1. Eq. (8) describes the formula of N(0.1). 
𝑇𝑇(0.1) =  �−2. ln 𝑜𝑜1 sin 2𝜋𝜋𝑜𝑜2   (8) 
Self-adaptation is formed of calculation steps σ in chromosomes, accomplished changing variations, 
and Selection. This mutation replaces the parents with offspring [22]. 
2.4.2. Selection 
During the reproductive stage, all of the offspring produced by the mutation process are stored in 
the offspring pool. The selection method is used to determine the selected individuals from the 
population, and the offspring will proceed to the next generation. The Selection that is proposed is 
elitism selection. This method involves the individual in offspring and also parents. Offspring or parents 
in the population will be selected if they have the best fitness value [33]. 
2.5. Dataset 
This research applies time-series monthly data of Indonesian inflation, obtained from Bank Indonesia 
between December 2002-October 2015 [24]. Table 6 shows the example of total 151 data records. The 
data was used as input to forecast the future inflation rate based on the time-series data. 
The inflation rate has a well-ordered pattern. The pattern is created from the inflation rate cycle on 
the time-series data shown in Table 8. The cycle was formed based on the data of one month prior Y(b-
1), two months prior Y(b-2), and the three months priorY(b-3). Table 7 shows the cycle used for 
forecasting the inflation rate by using the time-series analysis approach and TSK fuzzy that is optimized 
using evolution strategy. 
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Table 7.  The cycle of time-series data for inflation rate forecasting 
Months Actual Data Y(b-1) Y(b-2) Y(b-3) 
3-Apr 7.62 7.17 7.6 8.68 
3-May 7.15 7.62 7.17 7.6 
3-Jun 6.98 7.15 7.62 7.17 
3-Jul 6.27 6.98 7.15 7.62 
3-Aug 6.51 6.27 6.98 7.15 
... ... ... ... ... 
15-Sep 6.83 7.18 7.26 7.26 
15-Oct 6.25 6.83 7.18 7.26 
3. Results and Discussion 
This study used the analysis parameters in the optimization process.  The PopSize was 1300 with 7 
as the multiplier. This parameter was used to produce the best fitness value with the large-scale data. As 
described in Section 2.3, the regression equation lies in the consequent fuzzy rules. This test used 1000 
iterations to obtain the best fitness. 
The best fitness value with 1000 iterations on the ES process has been obtained. The fitness value is 
selected through the various regeneration processes. The selected individuals were used to calculate 
defuzzification on TSK fuzzy; thus, crisp numbers were obtained as the output forecasting. 
Table 8 shows the forecasting comparison between time-series analysis and the TSK fuzzy logic with 
Evolution Strategy (ES-TSK). The difference between the actual data and the forecasting results (error) 
are then squared to get the RMSE. 
Table 8.  Error comparison between ES-TSK algorithm and time-series analysis 
Month Actual Time-Series Analysis Error ES-TSK Error 
3-Apr 7.62 7.110801 0.2592836 7.8991695 0.0779356 
3-May 7.15 7.704652 0.3076389 6.9810952 0.0285288 
3-Jun 6.98 7.0151767 0.0012374 6.6235663 0.1270449 
3-Jul 6.27 6.9698331 0.4897664 6.1592311 0.0122697 
3-Aug 6.51 6.1742519 0.1127268 6.5962481 0.0074387 
3-Sep 6.33 6.6435778 0.0983311 5.9608067 0.1363037 
... ... ... ... ... ... 
15-Oct 6.25 6.7717475 0.2722204 6.3081746 0.0033843 
RMSE 1.1500048 - 0.6201362 - 1.1500048 
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The RMSE of testing the ES-TSK algorithm is 0.6201. While in the comparison method that is 
time-series analysis, RMSE was 1.1500. The smaller the RMSE generated, the more accurate the 
forecasting is. Here, the ES-TSK algorithm had a smaller RMSE value than time-series analysis. Also, 
Fig. 5 shows that ES-TSK fuzzy is closer to actual data. It shows that the system performance produced 
by combining the ES-TSK algorithm is more optimal than the comparable method of time-series 
analysis.  
In the initial stages of testing, ES uses the popSize test to determine the number of initial 
chromosomes. This stage aims to produce the best optimal solution. In general, the increase of popSize 
may improve the fitness value because ES has a broader searching area.  ES requires more time than the 
time series analysis. However, using the ES algorithm on the fuzzy rule coefficient is gradually improves 
the accuracy. 
 
Fig. 5.  The comparison between ES-TSK Fuzzy and the baseline time-series analysis. 
4. Conclusion 
Combining the evolution strategy algorithm and TSK fuzzy logic method produced a better result by 
applying the PopSize testing beforehand. ES-TSK showed more optimal performance as compared with 
the baseline. The error value that was generated by the combination of ES-TSK algorithms was 0.6201. 
ES has a broader search area than the time series analysis. It produces better initial chromosomes as a 
base of fuzzy rules coefficient selection, which leads to the optimal solution of the inflation forecasting 
problem.  
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